
For an detailed instructions on the PEAKS system, check out 
these information videos. Click the thumbnail or Scan the Code to 
go directly to the video.

PEAKS Authentic YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCI5WZqrU4i8nu78SQncfL0w

PEAKS® Authentic
Playlist
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PEAKS Authentic Playlist

PEAKS® Authentic Channel Promo
William M. Lynk is an ALOA ACE certified instructor, author, and had been a locksmith 
since 1975. He has earned a Bachelor’s from Kent State University and his Master’s 
from Cambridge College. Bill teaches classes on IC, High-Security Cylinders and 
Master Keying through webinars, conventions, trade shows and for associations and 
corporations.

As an author of many related industry articles, Bill received the Keynotes Author of 
the Year Award in 2013 & 2015. Notable publications include has Interchangeable 
Cores: Small Format ©2000, Removable Cores: Large Format ©2003, and SFIC: 
Advanced ©2005.https://youtu.be/UwMC40vTntY

https://youtu.be/78qfePO6gAc

PEAKS Preferred SFIC
8800 (capped) & 8900 (spring cover)
Compatible with small format 
interchangeable hardware prepped 
applications (levers & knobs)
Solid brass material increases longevity 
and improves key insertion /retraction.

https://youtu.be/O--wJzfWqeo

PEAKS Preferred Mortise & Rim
Mortise [8401] Stable cams with only two 
screw holes. Plugs have tenon in rear to 
drive the cam Cam screws hold securely 
and resist shearing. Rim [8402] Rigid and 
lost motion tailpieces. Screw cap design 
retains the plug and tailpieces Uses same 
top & bottom pins as 1095 & 1099 KIK 

https://youtu.be/QXapj6Ks0no

PEAKS Preferred LFIC 
Sargent & Corbin
8544-1006, 1206 & 8144-1006, 1206]
LFIC cylinder compatible with all Sargent 
format removable core hardware prepped 
applications including levers and knobs
Solid brass plug for long-lasting quality.

https://youtu.be/BCpVfM5qZZ4

PEAKS Preferred KIK
[8400-1095, 1295, 1099, 1299, 1006 & 
1206] Manufactured with a solid brass 
shell, increases longevity & improves key 
insertion /retraction. Spring cover/slide 
dovetail slot  to be easily staked. Rear of 
cylinder uses the same tailpieces as the 
Ilco Includes the 1599TPK assortment of 6 
tailpieces, spring cover, & accessories.

https://youtu.be/0OsaQ4PMqxg

PEAKS Preferred LFIC Yale
[8244-1006 & 1206]
LFIC cylinder compatible with all Yale® 
format removable core hardware prepped 
applications including levers and knobs
Solid brass plug for long-lasting quality.

https://youtu.be/4_oNTTGyNCM

PEAKS Preferred LFIC Schlage
[8444-1006 & 1206]
LFIC cylinder compatible with all Schlage 
format removable core hardware prepped 
applications including levers and knobs
Solid brass plug for long-lasting quality.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHY0pxsLQ2TG_4Xfrmwoa9GR28L6xI_SN
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